The GH-CCTV is a video adaptor that provides a connection for an external CCTV camera associated with the GH-MK concierge unit. When the GH-MK calls the tenant, the tenant will be able to view the CCTV camera’s image on their monitor. The GH-MK must initiate the GH-CCTV before the video image can be sent to the tenant.

**WIRING DIAGRAM:**
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**GH-CCTV CONFIGURATION:**
1. Each GH-CCTV adaptor will act as one entrance panel in your GH system. Take this into account when designing your system. The GH-CCTV is default to entrance panel #1.
2. Open the GH-CCTV case to access the GH-DA/A module inside. Put this audio module in programming mode and assign the first button of the GH-SW to call the GH-MK.

**OPERATION:**
1. Press the Service button on the GH-MK to call the GH-CCTV. The GH-MK will then ring and display a call from entrance 1 (assuming default setting).
2. Pick up the GH-MK handset to answer the call from the GH-CCTV. Scroll to the entry of the tenant the visitor wishes to contact and press the bell button.
3. The GH-1KD will receive the call and audio from the GH-MK and the video image from the camera attached to the GH-CCTV.